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Intro to Family Finances

Design-drivenmobile banking solutions
witha specialfocusonyoungercustomers

www.familyfinances.hu



Youngsters are disconnected from banks and turning 
towards digital challengers

Fintech solutions Big tech solutions

are threatening traditional financial institutions. 



5% of Millennials feel their bank understands
their needs.

44% of youngsters under the age of 35 are 
financially illiterate in major advanced 

economies. 

Source: LHBS // NFO: NEXT GENERATION OF BANKING, 2019
Financial Literacy Around the World, 2015



48%
of retail banks’ C-level executives admitted they’re ‘3 to 4 

years behind fintechs’ when it comes to

OFFERING INNOVATIVE, CONSUMER-
CENTRIC SERVICES.

Source: PEPPER – Change in Banking Report, 2019



In the past decade, neobanks’ customer base across Europe 
has grown by more than 15 million.

THIS NUMBER WILL REACH 85 
MILLION BY 2023.

Source: PEPPER – Change in Banking Report, 2019
A.T. Kearney 2019 Retail Banking Radar

AT THE SAME TIME, RETAIL BANKS HAVE SEEN A 
DECREASE OF 2 MILLION CUSTOMERS. 



We help banks and financial innovators speak 
the same language younger generations do

Easy-to-customise
boxed solutions

End-to-end 
services



Boxed solutions

Easy-to-integrate & 
design-driven



We are a youth-centred 
mobile banking one-stop-shop
OUR BOXED PRODUCTS:

Youth banking Mobile lending Chat-based payments



• Allowance management - transparent transaction 
history for youngsters including cutting-edge 
personal financial management

• Goal-based savings – youngsters can save money 
for specific savings goals also jointly with their 
parents

• EduTainment – key financial insights are visualized 
for teens, e.g. goals’ progress is showcased on an 
EduMap

• Beyond banking functions - dynamic newsfeed with 
educational content including Instagram-style job 
posts to help Gen Z users make money in a smart 
way





• While creating junior strategies and digital value 
propositions for retail banks, our qualitative knowledge 
was complemented with qualitative validation, since 
our partners provided access to their research 
materials conducted on large sample size. 

• Based on these experiences we had the chance to build 
an application, which contains all the essential 
features for 12-17-year-old teenagers (PFM, savings 
goals, send/request money) while also providing 
dynamic educational content, which is created by our 
NYC-based fintech partner, CentSai. 

• The solution contributes to cashless economy as well as 
the financial consciousness and literacy of 
youngsters and their families. 



Flint 
End-to-end & mobile-first lending solution

• Millennial-proof - frictionless and streamlined process 
owing to extended research 

• End-to-end - seamless experience covering the whole 
loan application process

• Credit scoring – proprietary scoring engine as an 
applied secret sauce to our solution

• Convenient solution for financial institutions –
acquisition of new customers, opportunity for full 
software integration & automation and possibility to 
build the solution on the existing infrastructure





Flint 
End-to-end & mobile-first lending solution

• Throughout our UX research, we examined why 
customers abandon the lending process before 
completion. The main reasons turned out to be time, 
language (confusing terminology), information 
heaviness and the absence of feedback.

• In order to provide customers the right UX, we 
applied built-in credit scoring, which is fast yet 
identical to banks’ processes owing to automation 
and applied AI. We can also satisfy all KYC 
requirements with three-factor authentication 
and validate a complete private document with e-
signature. 

• The solution fully substitutes the lengthy and 
paper-based legacy procedures.  



drops.
Banking redesigned

• Platform for all kinds of payments -
Transfer money to friends or merchants 
with a single tap.

• From account to account, P2P.

• There’s no need to top up a prepaid card
or use e-money.

drops. is a revolutionary banking solution, it lets users 
send and receive money, set up savings and track their 
spending in a fully chat-based interface.

Instant
transactions

Built-in
chatbots

Bill payment
Solution 

External
Bank-transfers
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End-to-end 
service
We co-create the latest 
digital banking products 
with our partners



We are financial innovators’ 
go-to design-driven & research-based 

vendor 

We understand.

iOS development

Android development

Responsive web development

We design. We implement.

Fintech industry

Youth banking 

Strategy

UX & service design

Digital product design

Graphic design

iOS development

Android development

Web development



UX Strategy and Design

End-to-end service

We are your 
youth banking & 
design experts

Expert team

Fintech & banking expertise

Continuously improving the 

understanding of younger        

generations to meet their needs.

Gen Y & Z expertise

Insightful knowledge about 

financial technologies and 

banking operations.

Designing solutions based on

qualitative & quantitative

research with target group.

Extensive domain knowledge and 

expert team helping banks improve 

their digital value offering.



With our battle-tested POC-package 
we co-create with our partners 

from the beginning

1st month

3rd month

5th month

your environment 



Building the latest financial services 
has become a team sport 

Specific domain knowledge

Banks enjoy the advantages of... Family Finances offers...

Large customer base

Economies of Scale

Trustworthy brand name

Compliance with regulations

Adequate infrastructure

Long-term revenue potential

Insights of a niche segment

Specialized research

Agility, innovation

Cost-effective native UX

Quick implementation

Marketing channels

Risk management
Tested products



Now they can stay 
ahead of competition 
with us!

Consumers are turning 
towards alternative 
banking solutions mainly 
because traditional banks 
aren’t keeping up with 
them.

BANKS CAN 
ENGAGE THEIR 
CUSTOMERS 
AND ACQUIRE 
NEW ONES.



We are experts in the 
fields of UX/UI design 
and mobile development



We’ve worked with several financial 
institutions and fintech startups



We lay a huge emphasis on 
participating in accelerator 

programs & hackathons



We had the chance to be part of 
prestigious events as speakers, 

contestants & exhibitors



We are running the first ever 
UI Design Academy 

at the Hungarian University of Fine Arts

www.uiacademy.hu



Case studies on 
major projects
Examples of collaboration with banks, fintech 
startups and boxed product customisation



Brief

Applying UX/UI design to boost the 
bank’s digitalisation

MKB Bank
Client

Project

We provided product strategy development 
services regarding the bank’s new products. 
We offered end-to-end UX/UI consultancy 
services and have entered into a strategic 
partnership with MKB Bank to work in a closer 
collaboration providing them with our UI design 
expertise.



Cristo is an app, which we co-created with an 
insurtech startup in partnership with Generali. 
The solution works on a pay-as-you-drive basis: 
customers pay for their CASCO insurance as an 
on-demand service & based on time of usage.
They can organise risk communities: if “pool” 
members do not cause damages, the community 
is awarded with refunds/discounts.

Brief

E2E digital product development for a 
fintech startup

Smartsurance Technologies & Generali
Client

Project





The bank wanted to target Millennials with 
personalised investment offers through an easy-to-use, 
design-driven mobile platform. We provided UX/UI 
design and customisation on our white-label app, called 
SpendInvest. We also built a learning algorithm & an AI-
based engine, which screens through users’ transaction 
history and offers personalised investment 
opportunities based on their spending analysis. 

Brief

Proof-of-Concept of SpendInvest –
customisation of a boxed solution

Intesa Sanpaolo
Client

Project
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CEO

Iván Muck

Head of Design

Ferenc Muck

CTO

Dávid Horváth

Meet our Team
We are a team of 12 young and talented design 
& technology enthusiasts. We work together 
with best-in-class developers, who use 
exclusively state-of-the-art technologies. 
Our excellent designers are experts in high-
fidelity prototyping and polished UI design,
thus are capable of converting complex 
business concepts into amazing products. 



www.familyfinances.hu



We help financial innovators speak
the same language younger customers do



Design-driven digital solutions
for financial innovators

ivan.muck@familyfinances.hu

www.familyfinances.hu


